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NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER 

The information in this publication was considered technically sound by the consensus of persons 
engaged in the development and approval of the document at the time it was developed. Consensus 
does not necessarily mean that there is unanimous agreement among every person participating in the 
development of this document. 

ANSI standards and guideline publications, of which the document contained herein is one, are 
developed through a voluntary consensus standards development process. This process brings together 
volunteers and/or seeks out the views of persons who have an interest in the topic covered by this 
publication. While NEMA administers the process to promote fairness in the development of consensus, it 
does not write the document and it does not independently test, evaluate, or verify the accuracy or 
completeness of any information or the soundness of any judgments contained in its standards and 
guideline publications. 

NEMA disclaims liability for any personal injury, property, or other damages of any nature whatsoever, 
whether special, indirect, consequential, or compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting from the 
publication, use of, application, or reliance on this document. NEMA disclaims and makes no guaranty or 
warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any information published herein, 
and disclaims and makes no warranty that the information in this document will fulfill any of your 
particular purposes or needs. NEMA does not undertake to guarantee the performance of any individual 
manufacturer or seller’s products or services by virtue of this standard or guide. 

In publishing and making this document available, NEMA is not undertaking to render professional or 
other services for or on behalf of any person or entity, nor is NEMA undertaking to perform any duty owed 
by any person or entity to someone else. Anyone using this document should rely on his or her own 
independent judgment or, as appropriate, seek the advice of a competent professional in determining the 
exercise of reasonable care in any given circumstances. Information and other standards on the topic 
covered by this publication may be available from other sources, which the user may wish to consult for 
additional views or information not covered by this publication. 

NEMA has no power, nor does it undertake to police or enforce compliance with the contents of this 
document. NEMA does not certify, test, or inspect products, designs, or installations for safety or health 
purposes. Any certification or other statement of compliance with any health- or safety-related information 
in this document shall not be attributable to NEMA and is solely the responsibility of the certifier or maker 
of the statement. 
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Foreword (This foreword is not part of American National Standard C82.9)

Suggestions for improvement of this standard should be submitted to the Secretariat C82 American 
National Standard Lighting Group, 1300 North 17th Street, Suite 900, Rosslyn, VA 22209. 

This standard was processed and approved by the Accredited Standards Committee on Electric Lamps, 
C82. Committee approval of the standard does not necessarily imply that all committee members voted 
for that approval. 
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1 Scope 

This standard provides definitions related to specific terms contained in HID and LPS lamps and ballast 
standards. 


	3 Definitions
	acoustic resonance: During lamp operation, the standing pressure waves generated in an arc tube of a discharge lamp that causes visible discharge-path distortions, leading to possible arc instability & lamp damage.
	aggregate pulse: A group of ignitor starting pulses which individually are narrower in width than is typically specified by ANSI for starting lamps on magnetic ballasts. They are usually associated with electronic ballasts where the individual pulses ...
	aggregate width: The accumulated time, normalized over a one second interval, at which the ignitor voltage is above a defined threshold voltage.
	autoregulating ballast or autostabilized ballast: See constant-wattage autotransformer (CWA) ballast.
	ballast: A device that, by means of resistance, inductance, capacitance, or electronic elements, singly or in combination, controls the lamp current, voltage, and their waveforms to the required values for proper lamp starting and operation. Capacitor...
	ballast/starter capacitive load rating: The maximum value of capacitance with which the ballast/starter may be loaded and still meet all minimum pulse requirements.
	basic lightning impulse insulation level (BIL): A specific insulation level expressed in terms of the crest value of a standard lightning impulse.
	built-in ballast, integral ballast component, or transformer: A ballast element specifically designed to be contained within a luminaire.
	cap: IEC term for a lampbase
	characteristic curve, ballast: The curve of lamp wattage versus lamp voltage, over a range of normal lamp voltages, when a discharge lamp ballast operates at a given supply voltage.
	characteristic curve, lamp: The curve, typically shown as a straight line, representing the relationship between the lamp voltage and wattage as the lamp wattage is varied by changing the supply voltage or the ballast impedance. A linear reactor must ...
	characteristic voltage, lamp: The voltage at the point where the lamp characteristic curve crosses the nominal wattage line.
	constant-current transformer: A transformer that automatically maintains an approximately constant current in its secondary circuit under varying conditions of load impedance when supplied from an approximately constant potential source.
	constant voltage regulated ballast: See magnetic regulated ballast.
	constant wattage autotransformer (CWA) ballast: A ballast that has many features of the constant-wattage (CW) ballast, including a capacitor in series with a lamp, but uses an autotransformer circuit.
	constant wattage (CW) ballast: A ballast circuit incorporating fully isolated secondary windings in series with a capacitor and lamp. The constant-wattage (CW) ballast, compared to other ballast types, regulates over the widest primary voltage range a...
	constant-wattage isolated, (CWI) ballast: See constant wattage (CW) ballast.
	crest factor, ballast open circuit: The ratio of the peak value to the root-mean-square (rms) value of the ballast open circuit voltage, at the nominal supply voltage, unless otherwise stated.
	current crest factor: The ratio of the peak value of lamp current to the root-mean-square (rms) value of lamp current.
	current off-time (OT), ballast: The period of time near the end of the current half cycle during which the current is zero or nearly zero, measured on a ballast terminated with a non-inductive resistor as a simulated lamp load. This period is defined ...
	current off-time, lamp: The period of time near the end of the lamp current half cycle during which the current is zero or nearly zero. This period is defined arbitrarily as the interval between a point of intersection of the tangent of the descending...
	current overshoot, lamp: The minimum average lamp current during the off time period. The value is negative when the current does not cross the zero axis during the half cycle. Overshoot is reported as an average of the measured overshoot of the posit...
	current ratio of a series transformer: The ratio of the rms primary current to the rms secondary current under specified conditions of load.  current slope (di/dt) through zero, ballast: The time rate of change of the ballast current as the waveform p...
	current slope through zero, lamp: The time rate of change of lamp current as the lamp current waveform passes through zero at the end of the half cycle.
	drop-out voltage: The value of lamp voltage at which a ballast ceases to sustain the lamp operation at a given supply voltage.
	electronic high frequency ballast: A ballast whose operating frequency is greater than 20kHz and is nearly sinusoidal in waveform.
	EMC electromagnetic compatibility: The ability of an electronic ballast to meet the regulated or specified self-conducted and radiated electromagnetic emission levels and the ability to reject electromagnetic emissions from other sources.
	EMI electromagnetic interference: A condition in which electromagnetic emissions from an electronic device such as a ballast, results in the adverse operation of other electronic equipment.
	extinction voltage (of a high-intensity-discharge or low-pressure sodium lamp/ballast combination): The rms value of supply voltage at which a reference lamp extinguishes when the supply voltage is uniformly reduced from rated value at 2 percent to 3 ...
	high frequency ripple current: A high frequency current superimposed on the low frequency square wave lamp current. High frequency ripple current can cause lamp arc instability.  high-intensity discharge (HID) lamp: An electric discharge lamp in which...
	high power factor ballast: A multiple-supply type of power factor-corrected ballast so designed that the input power factor is not less than 90 percent when the ballast is operated with center-rated voltage applied to its input terminals and a connect...
	high-pressure sodium (HPS) lamp: A high-intensity-discharge lamp in which the major portion of the light is produced by radiation from sodium vapor operating at a partial pressure of about 6.67 × 103 pascals (50 torr) or greater.
	high-reactance autotransformer (lag) ballast: An autotransformer that uses a magnetic shunt path between primary and secondary coils to control reactance. This circuit has operating characteristics similar to those of a reactor, but by means of auto t...
	hot restrike current, ballast: The line current to a ballast/lamp system, at the nominal supply voltage, measured 5 to 15 seconds after the restrike of a momentarily extinguished warmed up lamp.
	ignitor: See starter.
	inrush current: The maximum, instantaneous surge in input current to a ballast at the moment the ballast is energized due to low resistance/reactance and/or charging of the capacitors in an electronic ballast or power supply circuits.
	instantaneous open circuit recovery voltage: The minimum value of the dip in the ballast open circuit voltage immediately following a starting pulse, exclusive of the pulse oscillation.
	lag ballast: A ballast exhibiting primarily inductive electrical characteristics, including a lagging lamp current with respect to line voltage and lagging or corrected line power factor. This includes reactors and high reactance transformers.
	lamp code designation (LCD): An industry standardized designation for an HID lamp. The code consists of a lamp type classification letter, an electrical characteristic number, and a luminaire characteristic letter. See C78.380 for further detail.
	lamp end of life: The point in time when a lamp fails to meet the specified performance criteria.
	lamp re-ignition voltage spike: A narrow (<50usec) voltage spike that occurs immediately after the lamp current crosses zero. The spike rises, peaks and then recedes in less than 2 minutes after a metal halide lamp ignites. The spike occurs as a resul...
	lamp re-ignition voltage(Vr): The maximum steady state lamp voltage peak immediately following the transition from one half cycle to the following half cycle.
	lamp type classification letter: This is a unique set of letters to describe the classification of HID lamps, e.g. “S” for High Pressure Sodium. The list of letters is found in ANSI C78.380.
	lead ballast: A ballast having a leading lamp current with respect to the line voltage as result of a capacitor which is connected in series with the lamp.
	leakage currents (to ground): All currents, including resistive and capacitive currents, that may flow from accessible parts of a ballast (including capacitor and luminaire) to ground.
	lightning impulse, standard: A full impulse having a rise time of 1.2 microseconds and a time to half value of 50 microseconds. It is described as a 1.2/50 impulse. (See ANSI/IEEE 4-1978.)F0F
	line transient (surges): A fast voltage or current pulse impressed on the input terminals of a device, ballast.
	linear reactor: An electromagnetic device that introduces inductive reactance into a lamp circuit such that the steady state sine-wave voltage across the reactance device is linearly proportional to the current throughout the intended range of use in ...
	low- (normal-) power-factor ballast: See normal-(low-) power-factor-ballast.
	low-pressure sodium (LPS) Lamp: A discharge lamp in which light is produced by radiation from sodium vapor operating at a partial pressure of 0.13 to 1.3 pascals (10-3 to 10-2 torr).
	luminaire characteristic letter: A letter used to describe a lamp and luminaire attributes, e.g. the letter “O” represents a lamp that may be used in an open fixture. The list of letters is found in ANSI C78.380.
	magnetic regulated ballast: A ballast incorporating a constant-voltage regulator in conjunction with a lag reactor for operating high-intensity-discharge lamps.
	maximum lamp wattage, absolute: The lamp wattage, as determined by the lamp manufacturer based on the lamp performance, and the thermal limits of the lamp materials that shall not be exceeded.
	maximum lamp wattage: The lamp wattage, if exceeded, that may result in poor lamp performance and/or reduced lamp life.
	mercury lamp: A high-intensity discharge lamp in which the major portion of the light is produced by radiation from mercury operating at a partial pressure in excess of 1.013 X 105 pascals (760 torr).
	metal halide lamp: A high-intensity-discharge lamp in which the major portion of the light is produced by radiation of metal halides and their products of dissociation in combination with metallic vapors such as mercury.
	multiple-supply type ballast: A ballast designed specifically to receive its power from a supply circuit of approximately constant voltage that may be operated in multiple (parallel) with other loads supplied from the same source.
	normal- (low-) power-factor ballast: A ballast of the multiple-supply type that does not have a means for correcting the input power factor.
	off-time, current: See current off time.
	open circuit voltage, ballast (OCV): The voltage across the output terminals of a ballast when no load is connected (rms, unless otherwise stated). If the circuit contains an ignitor, it should be disabled.
	open circuit current, line: The rms current measured through the input terminals of a ballast with all lamps removed.
	operating voltage, lamp: The rms voltage, (Volts), measured across the lampholder terminals. Typically this value is measured after the lamp has fully warmed up and stabilized.
	operating current, lamp: The rms current, (Amperes), measured in series with the ballast output and the lampholder terminals.
	operating power, lamp: The average power, (Watts), supplied to the lamp from the ballast. Typically this value is measured after the lamp has fully warmed up and stabilized.
	overshoot, current: See current overshoot.
	PCR—peak current ratio: The ratio of the peak and rms lamp current measured in a 100µsec window over the entire current waveform.
	peak lead ballast: A ballast that produces a highly peaked open circuit voltage wave shape and has a capacitor in series with the lamp.
	peak voltage: The greatest absolute instantaneous value of a voltage measured from a lamp or ballast waveform.
	power factor ballast, high: See high power factor ballast.
	power factor, ballast: The quotient of the BALLAST INPUT POWER (W) divided by the product of the rms BALLAST SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Vrms) and BALLAST SUPPLY CURRENT (Arms).
	power factor corrected ballast: A ballast that has a power-factor-correcting device, such as a capacitor, so that the input power factor is greater than that of an otherwise comparable normal (low) power-factor ballast design. Usually, such ballasts h...
	power factor, lamp: The quotient of the LAMP OPERATING POWER (W) divided by the product of the LAMP OPERATING VOLTAGE (Vrms) and LAMP OPERATING CURRENT (Arms).
	power factor, line: The quotient of the LINE INPUT POWER (W) divided by the product of the LINE SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Vrms) and LINE SUPPLY CURRENT (Arms).
	pulse burst: A time-limited series of narrow pulses for lamp ignition
	pulse direction (HID lamp starting): The direction of a pulse necessary to start an HID lamp is defined to be either positive, (in-phase), or negative, (out-of-phase), with respect to the ballast open circuit voltage half cycle. The pulse is defined p...
	pulse duration (T2)(HID lamp starting): The time interval between beginning when the instantaneous pulse voltage value reaches 50% of the pulse height on the leading edge and 50% on the trailing edge of a HID starting pulse.
	pulse height (HID lamp starting): The peak voltage amplitude of a HID lamp starting pulse measured with a capacitive load of 20pf referenced to the zero voltage level of the ballast open circuit voltage.
	pulse position (HID lamp starting): The location of the pulse peak in electrical degrees, measured after the zero crossover of the open circuit voltage AC half cycle.
	pulse rise time (T1) (HID lamp starting): The time interval, expressed in nanoseconds, between the initiation of a pulse and the peak voltage of the extrapolated leading edge of the pulse peak.
	pulse width (HID lamp starting): The duration of a pulse measured at a specified voltage level.
	rated supply voltage: The voltage for which a ballast or transformer is designed, and operation and performance characteristics are referred.
	reactor ballast: An inductive component connected in series with a high-intensity-discharge or low-pressure sodium lamp to limit the current.
	rectifying lamp current: An abnormally high DC component of the lamp current due to an imbalanced load which may result in ballast and/or lamp damage or failure.
	reference magnetic ballast: A special inductive linear ballast having certain prescribed characteristics. The ballast is used as a comparison standard for the testing of ballasts or lamps and is also used in selecting the reference lamps necessary for...
	reference current: The value of current specified for each particular reference ballast in the applicable American National Standard for high-intensity-discharge and low-pressure sodium lamps. The reference current for a particular lamp is normally th...
	reference lamp: A lamp seasoned 100 hours operated under stable conditions, in the specified operating position, and on the reference ballast specified for that lamp - The electrical characteristics of the lamp (volts, amperes, and watts) are within +...
	regulated ballast: For mercury and metal halide lamp ballasts, see constant-wattage (CW) ballast; for high-pressure sodium lamp ballasts, see magnetic regulated ballast.
	regulation: The percent change in lamp watts as the line voltage is changed over the designated voltage range of the ballast.
	remote ballast, ballast component, or transformer: A ballast element that is mounted separately, outside a luminaire.
	rise & fall times: For electronic square wave ballasts. The time from 90% of the RMS value for lamp voltage or current waveforms of one half cycle to 90% of the RMS value of the opposite half cycle.
	self-ballasted lamp: An arc lamp containing an internal ballast.
	supply voltage: (See rated supply voltage)
	sustaining voltage: The instantaneous voltage available to the lamp from the ballast at the time the lamp current passes through zero.
	sustaining voltage (measurement peak lead ballast—Vss): The instantaneous voltage difference between the open circuit voltage (OCV) and the series capacitor voltage (Vc), measured on a ballast terminated with a non-inductive 5 ohm resistor as a simula...
	temperature determination, change of resistance method: The determination of the temperature of a ballast winding by comparing the resistance at the temperature to be determined with the resistance at a known temperature.
	total harmonic distortion: The ratio of rms value of all the harmonics to the rms value of the fundamental
	transformer, insulating: See transformer, isolation.
	transformer, isolation: A transformer in which there is no direct electrical connection between primary and secondary windings.




